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Walker Notes (New docs) FOLDER # 7 

1. Freda Scoby folder RG 272 onthe Walker incident. She notes the 

following (1) no one ever saw Oswald near the Walker home (2) the bullet 

fired at the general did not match ammo from Ki (the alleged JFK murder 

weapon), (3) as to the note it referred to no independent event that could 

be associated with Walker and the April 10 shooting into his residence. In 

short, no evidence linking Oswald to the Walker shooting. . . 

2. Cadigan WC testimony 7H p. 437 He gives reasons why letters in Cryllic 

language were written by Oswald... .Was one of these the Walker note??? 

will need date of Cadigan’s WC testimony on this. Key notes on the Walker 

Note..... FBI assertion that it was written by Oswald... .Cadigan’s WC 

testimony. . . Items of interest w/ this document: 

a. Read carefully note 4; note 5 Cadigan uses K4 & K5 (Oswald’s 

handwriting ) to determine that Oswald wrote the Walker note. See also 

point 6 for more Cadigan on Oswald handwriting. . .see note 7 on page 2 

of 3 cites Latona to Trotter 12/5/1963 that the “Walker Note” 

contained no prints of Lee or Marina 62-0109060-2151 (section 36). 

**** a key document. FBI received the “Walker Note” on 12/3/1963 

see Rosen to Belmont 12/3/’63 62-109060-4180 EBF, Part 1. Doc. 8 

received from SS. 

3. Translated “Walker Letter” to English .. .by SS Gopadze. Attached is Latona 

to Trotter 12/5/63 62-109060-2151 (Section 36) Latone notes that Lee and 

eA Marina’s prints not on the note. . .**** Key doc. Latent prints are not 

‘ theirs. . . See also 3B Marina confirmation that Lee wrote the Walker Note 

ys attached. 

See 3B attached for confirmation of no Lee or Marina prints on note by 

Gemberling in his report. .. Formerly no. #8 

3C SAC, Dallas to Director 12/4/’63 Walker Note. . . asks that it be tested 

for fingerprints 

NOTE TO MYSELF: READ WHAT I WROTE ABOUT WALKER NOTE IN



ys 

WALKER NOTES (NEW DOCS), p. 2 

. Fbi REPORT CONCLUDES THAT Oswald did write Q 51 (He wrote there 17 

pages on Holland American Line. .. Also K4 & K5 are the standards for 

judging Oswald’s handwriting. See attached 4B. 

Griffith to Conrad 12/2/’63 62-109060-4180-EBF Part | FBI determines 

that Q67 from Oswald’s wallet Fair Play For Cuba Comm. New Orleans 

Chapter, issued 6/15/’63 bearing signatures Lee Harvey Oswald and A.J. 

Hidell, was not LHO’s writing based on K4 & K5. (Marina signed these) 

Is old 10. . . .FBI going through games here. .. .K4 & k5 as standard 

comparisons for Oswald’s handwriting . . . in this series of docs. The FBI 

adds Oswald’s handwriting a new standard from an “electric or gas service 

order” [Q40 which somehow becomes Q 43] as another standard for 

comparison of Lee’s handwriting . Of course ail this is despite the fact that 

LHO’s prints are not on the “Walker Letter.” 

Story in Frederick Post (Ivans case) deals with FBI’s phoning up finger print 

evidence against Dr. Ivans. .. .FBI wrong in tying fingerprint evidence to the 

suspect Ivins... **** 

Note to myself on this subject. . . 

9. Batch of docs showing how FBI used K4 & K5 as the standards for matching 

10. 

11. 

Oswald’s handwriting to the Q 207 (Walker Note)... 

Collection of docs that appear to be of little use. .. 

Hover to Rankin, 1/17/’64 105-82555-1414 Page 2 Hoover gives the 

impression to Rankin that the FBI was right on top of the Walker shooting 

from day one. . .and volunteered to run tests of the recovered bullet. . .but 

Dallas PD was not receptive..... Marina would according to Hoover be the 

one who brought to their attention (the FBI) the incident with Lee and 

Marina’s holding him in the bathroom, etc. . . 
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